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countless and transient; Inaga Shigemi; my gentle counterpart; his office; a laby-
rinth of volumes; his knowledge and taste; too many persons to mention; John 
Breen & the Japan Review; Team Research Projects; before, then and after; Sueki 
Fumihiko; Japanese Buddhism and Ky?to School; my office; more and more books; 
business trips and visit cards; banquet; receptions; self-presentations; hot drinks; 
and cold karaage; the pure air of Katsura; and the smoking room; languages melt-
ing; voices echoing and passing; Japanese; English; Chinese; Korean; venturing 
into translation;
? ken; sharpen!; polish your skills; hone your methodical blade; Nichibun-ken; a 
mountainous temple; “for Japanese Studies”; many research centres around the 
world; no one like this; institutional embodiment; Japan’s passionate and erudite 
love for knowledge; endless symposia; the great amphitheatre; maelstrom of talks; 
groups moving; reading; making copies; listening; writing, walking through the 
trails around; absorbed in your thoughts; spending hours re-fillings forms; the re-
search subvention (Kakenhi); my research project; “Sakabe Megumi: a Scenic 
Philosophy”; a memorial reflection drawing at the voice of inner and ancient Japan; 
yamato kotoba; Japanese without kanji; and the event; the call from Europe; the first 
anthology of Japanese thought in France; a terrible choice to make; D?gen, Ogy? 
Sorai, Motoori Norinaga, Nishi Amane, Nakae Ch?min, Nishida Kitar?, Tanabe 
Hajime; Tosaka Jun, Izutsu Toshihiko, and ?mori Sh?z?; Vrin Publishers; co-
edition with Sugimura Yasuhiko and Nagai Shin; introduce philosophically Japanese 
thought; as a whole; through key words; impossible; problematic; difficult; unity 
and definition of “Japanese Philosophy”; a great deal of work; questions for the 
future; a great thank to the other collaborators: Abiko Shin; Eddy Dufourmont; Kim 
Tae-ho; Miyagawa Keishi; Mochizuki Tar?; Nakajima Takahiro; Nishiyama Y?ji; 
Alain Rocher; and Tsuzaki Yoshinori; Japanese Philosophy: Nothingness, the World, 
and the Body (2013); would not have been possible only inside or outside these 
walls; many thanks to many people; Christmas greetings; seasons greetings; 8 
December 2016
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Nichibunken 30th Anniversary: An Essay in Pointillism
Michel DALISSIER
Nichibunken 30th Anniversary: An essay in pointillism: a twinkling description; 
Seurat; words flash on and of; like stars; one after another; no connections of sen-
tences; impressions; patches of words; mirroring; eccentric “monadology”; memo-
ries and projects; a fantasy; a celebration;
? nichi; the sun; Japan; Nichi-bunken; I remember; a place of light; pure; red 
rooms; aka oni, the cloister; the patio; walking; turning around; coming and going; 
2008–2009; taking the place of another; Gilles Campagnolo; the cycle; departures 
and arrivals; ceremonies and rituals; moving in circle; end of the Kyoto Trail, since 
Fushimi Inari Taisha; a circle of death and life; deaths; the evening seminar; my 
talk on Sakabe Megumi the day after he disappeared; Yamagata Yorihiro; his call; 
D?shisha University; his disease, the growing distance; the end; Kanamori Osamu, 
the most enthusiastic collaborator to our editorial project; recently passed away; 
deaths and lives; International Centre; incommensurable lives, crossing each other; 
rabbits in the garden; birds in the maples and cherry trees; scholars talking; the 
central lobby; students, professors, researchers, administrators, families; a unique 
blend; the birth of Isidore; sun and silence; happy shadows; a person suddenly tak-
ing form in the corridor; spitted out by reality; and disappearing in one more fold of 
the corridors; the calm, not the silence; the calm, always ready to be disrupted; the 
presence of life.
? bun; a figure; tattooing; literature; glyphs and meanings; Japanese culture; 
Nishida Kitar?; Miki Kiyoshi; Maruyama Masao; Sakabe Megumi; Nichi-bun-ken; a 
high and removed plateau; filled with variegated letters and images; a huge parch-
ment rolled in its case; memories; posters on the walls; paintings; art works; win-
dows; the central library; the Tower of Babel; turned toward the inside; Borgès’s 
Library “for Japanese Studies”; the shape of the Nichibunken; a Chinese character? 
an esoteric code? the cipher of research?; the vision of a lab; rooms interconnected; 
modules of an East Asian space station; 2001 A Space Odyssey; a laboratory for 
prose and verse; inhabitants; whispering and laughing; unique and erudite people; 
